
The Legacy Game - Solution Files

*Only One Puzzle Per Page



Message From Student Cards
“The missing letter of the maze is the fi�h letter of the alphabet start at letter b in the

maze and tell Moses what month to beware”

You’ll get this by putting together the students' cards in alphabetical order and then

following the steps as Moses’ card mentions.



Maze
“Beware the ides of March”

You’ll get this by using the message from the students' cards. The message said the fi�h

letter of the alphabet which is “e” will go in the blanks.



Do You Have a Word For Me?

Unlock

march



Freshly Baked Postcard
UNDER TWO HUNDRED THIRTEEN POUNDS T

This eliminates Bradley Norris because he’s 223 llbs.

From St. Misery

tour guide



Nighttime Valley Falls

Postcard/Saint Misery Amulet

“No scars on arm O”

This eliminates Franklin Dion.

You get this by using the coin. On the side with the head with flowers match the flower

and color on the postcard. On the side with the clock match the times with the clocks

on the image, when you complete in order you’ll get a complete message.

From St. Misery

tour guide



Bait Shop Postcard

OLDEST S

This eliminates Anthony Zicari.

You get this by using the postcard and document you’ll get by scanning where the Two

Bobber’s location on the map. Then you’ll match up the colors based on the postcard

with the items on the scanned location. Keep in mind the phrase “1 for your worm & 1

for your drink.” This will get you the word “Oldest” and the letter S. With the message

on the postcard, “I'll tell you who it is not” this should eliminate Anthony Zicari.

From St.

Misery

Tour

Guide



Welcome to Valley Falls

Postcard/Water Tower

NOT BLUE EYES M

Eliminates Kendrick

You get this by using the water tower image you get when you scan that location and the

Watertower postcard. You’ll find the letter in the image and following the brackets that

connect the legs move however many numbers the postcard calls for.

From QR scan of water tower and Valley Falls Postcard. This

shows how to follow the steps. Circled is C, then 1 is T

following the bracket, then 2 is N following the brackets. So

that gives you C as the first letter.



Stone Angel Postcard

Answers
1) Life A�er Death

2) Cross Roads

3) Down Town

4) Sandbox

5) Six Feet Underground



Grave Stones
“Hair is not color of blood A”

This eliminates

Ronald Heath as

he has red hair.

From St. Misery

tour guide



Talk to Moses Unlock
kingatsom

Reasons are listed for each elimination on previous puzzle solutions.



Who Teaches What?

Jacob Harper - Film Production

Timothy Spilner - Global Studies

Cheryl Mooney - Calculus

Dennis Russo - Music History & Theory

Susan Martin - French

You match these up by using their words and the descriptions of them given to you from

the Headmaster.

Film production - is constantly complaining about his job and is obsessed with Quentin

Tarantino. This is obviously, Jacob Harper.

Global Studies - has lived in four countries tying to the has experienced various other

cultures.

Calculous teacher - this one is tied together by both the obsession with a day of the

week and “Pi” reference.

Music teacher - music jokes, Julliard

French - obsessed with image and is always prim and proper



Multiple Choice Test Sheet Puzzle
CHEATERS WEAR GLASSES (image of a pair of glasses)



Multiple Choice Test Sheet Unlock
ctcalculusglobalstudies



Film Fest Poster
JH WAS SELLING WEED WHEN THE SCENE WAS SET

Use the year for which letter to use. For the first year, use the first letter of each film

title. Second year, second letter, so on and so forth.



Who’s The Distributor? Unlock
jacobweed

Using the film fest card, you’ll get this answer.



Student Records

The grades for French have been altered by the teacher Susan Martin.

You know this because of the student record.



Who’s The Fraud? Unlock
susanfrench

You’ll know this because you get a copy of a report card that’s been tampered with.



Paper With Letters
The code is scar

You get information on how to solve this from various unlocks. When you put it all

together it will give you this phrase.



Code For The Headmaster’s

Classroom?  Unlock
scar

You get this from the distinguishing characteristics of the person calling themself “St.

Misery.”



Sheriff’s Badge Card Unlock
witsec

You get this by compiling the info you have from various locations prior to this.



Card With Different Colored

Letters/Punch Card
ONE PLUS TWO

3

You get this by using the colored letters with the punch card to get this answer.



Sheet With Clock
There is an item in your possession that is spelled with three letters. (KEY)

Find the numeric value for each letter. (K=11, E=5, Y=25)

Add the numbers up. (41)

Take the total and double it. (82)

Take the first digit from that total and add one to its value. (8+1=9)

Start at midnight and go clockwise that many digits. (Clock is reversed so

12>11>10>9>8>7>6>5>4>3

Use the number you end on. (3)



Brick Wall Card
Take the total number of people killed by Saint Misery and add three to that

Total number of deaths = 5

5+3 = 8

(8)



Red Metal Box/Silver Metal Box

And the color difference makes nine.

(9)



Lock Card Unlock
3389


